Abstract
Hybridization of light and matter states creates unprecedented potential for molecular and materials sciences that greatly benefits organic and hybrid photovoltaics. Quantum light also opens up an entirely novel venue for nonlinear spectroscopy. By employing the numerically exact multiple Davydov D2 ansatz, we study cavity-manipulated singlet fission that is mediated by polaritonic conical intersections for both 1- and 2-molecule systems. Population evolution of the TT state and the cavity photons is carefully examined in search for a high fission efficiency via cavity engineering. Several interesting mechanisms have been uncovered, such as photon-assisted singlet fission, system localization via a displaced photon state, and collective enhancement of the fission efficiency for the 2-molecule system. It has been demonstrated that the cavity-controlled singlet fission process can be switched on and off by controlling the average pumping photon number. Highly accurate methodology has also been developed for the simulation of nonlinear spectroscopic signals of cavity-assisted, conical-intersection-controlled singlet fission systems.*
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